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Claudia Castañeda has written a really wonder-

ful book, which I recommend to all those

interested not only in the cultural analysis of

childhood, but also in understanding how this

might be related to postcolonial cultural theory

more generally. This book seeks to provide the

basis for a theorisation of childhood that moves

beyond the idea of the child as a potential adult,

an entity in the making, to think about the way

in which the child comes to accrue ‘significant

cultural value’. Castañeda argues that precisely

because the child is malleable, by definition a

subject who is in flux, changing, growing, the

child is never stable or complete in itself. It is

this very incompleteness that allows the child

to figure within a number of significant cultural

fields in relation to issues that are of profound

significance for children and adults.

To develop her argument, Castañeda em-

ploys the concept of figuration. She explores

the material and semiotic practices that bring

the figure of the child into being at any particu-

lar moment, in any particular place. In doing

so, she argues that what is claimed as the most

universal aspects of being a child are them-

selves local and specific. While this idea of spe-

cificity and locality is not new in itself, the way

that Castañeda uses it to understand the speci-

ficity of the local–global as figured within par-

ticular debates allows us, in particular, to think

about the place of the local within the global,

and how the national is always figured within

transnational circuits of exchange. She explores

this through a number of impressive case

studies, which highlight these circuits of ex-

change in a way hitherto quite underdeveloped

within the field of childhood studies.
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for migrants, guilt about the unreciprocated gift

of national life may be experienced in relation

to the motherland from which the migrant

comes, and is often mingled with resentment

about the terms on which the host country

offers the gift of stolen land.

Chapter 7, ‘The Class Aesthetics of Global

Multiculturalism’, revisits themes addressed in

chapters 1 and 4 and examines national govern-

ments’ attempts to seduce transcendental capi-

tal through the promotion of aestheticised glob-

al cities. After demonstrating how middle class-

ness mitigates some of the discriminatory

effects of white racism, he argues that the

acceptability and even desirability of middle-

class professionals from every corner of the

globe for various national governments con-

tinues to be underpinned by developmental

racism, ‘primarily by aestheticising the self,

which is itself achieved through a middle class

image-based aestheticisation of the “group” one

happens to belong to’. He argues further that,

‘along with the class aestheticisation of the self

comes the process of de-aestheticising the

other, the one who is being racialised nega-

tively’. (111–12)

Hage argues that these processes of aestheti-

cisation and de-aestheticisation create essences

such as ‘Australian values’ or, more recently,

‘Asian values’, which then become the ground

of:

racist thinking, racist practices and racist

institutions. It is because of this that there

has been an increasing complicity between

Asian developmental racism and global

multiculturalism in highlighting images of

the Asian as a spunky mediatic ideal, a

classy investor, hardworking and clean-cut,

and repressing the image of the working-

class or the underclass Asian. (115)

Having demonstrated the relationship between

middle-class professionals and processes of

self-aestheticisation, Hage poses a further ques-

tion: ‘Can migrants be racist?’ He poses this

question seriously—not simply to be provo-

cative in the manner of neo-tough conser-

vatives, who delight in performing the role of

devil’s advocate. And he probes further still:

‘Why should the victims of racism be any more

or less racist than the perpetrators? Why should

they be seen as the repository of higher moral

values?’ (117) Two key points can be extracted

from his investigation of this question: first, it

is important to distinguish between groups that

have the power to enact and institutionalise

their racist fantasies and those who lack this

power; second, the idea that only white people

can be racist obscures the difference between

the micro-spaces in which non-white racisms

can occur (such as the local neighborhood or

within a small businesses) and ‘the macro Aus-

tralian public/national space … where White-

ness gives one most power to discriminate’.

(118) Hage argues that both points needs to be

addressed to prevent the emergence of a ‘defen-

sive multiculturalism which sees any critique of

“one’s ethnic community” as a threat’. (119)

I doubt I will be the only reader who found

Chapter 8, ‘Exghiophobia/Homiophobia: “Comes

a Time We are all Enthusiasm” ’, the most
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people … If someone emphasises racism,

the response is that we have been essen-

tially non-racist. If someone emphasises

poverty, our response is that we have been

essentially a class-free society. And as

happened lately, if someone emphasises

our bad treatment of refugee claimants,

our response is that we have been essen-

tially a welcoming country … don’t tell us

we are bad—we are essentially good. Go

and find someone really bad and tell them

they are bad. (77)

He finishes this chapter by citing Philip

Ruddock’s threat to repeal the funding of a

refugee-advocacy organisation critical of the

government on the basis that ‘We pay them to

know better’. (78)

In Chapter 6, ‘Polluting Memories: Migration

and Colonial Responsibility in Australia’, Hage

addresses debates on national memory and

responsibility for the past arising in response to

the Mabo decision and the Bringing Them Home

report into the stolen generations. He explores

how white and other non-Indigenous Aus-

tralians are respectively positioned in relation

to the affects of shame and guilt generated

through these debates. He highlights the inher-

ently problematic use of the national ‘we’ in

these discussions. With reference to Keating’s

famous Redfern speech, he argues that in the

absence of an explicit recognition of a distinct

Indigenous will (or sovereignty) white Aus-

tralian projects of reconciliation are destined

to ‘be a momentary cover-up of the reality of

the forces that made Australia what it is’. (94)

And this effectively makes ‘the traumas of the

colonisers … the only “Australian” history

someone assuming an Australian identity ought

to face [and it continues] the process of mar-

ginalising the history of the colonised … even

at the very moment of expressing shame for

colonisation’. (95)

Hage explores the implications of this per-

sistent focus on the colonisers for migrant Aus-

tralians’ orientations towards their adoptive

country’s history. Arguing against suggestions

that becoming Australian makes migrants com-

plicit in colonial theft, he writes:

migrants have shared some important

realities with Indigenous people too. En-

during the racist ‘White Australia Policy’,

for example … migrants are in a contra-

dictory colonial location, and as such, they

are quite capable of relating to Australia’s

history from within the imaginary ‘we’ of

the colonised. Here, ‘becoming respon-

sible’ is no longer guaranteed to mean

contributing to the coloniser’s postcolonial

trauma-therapy that is oozing out of the

‘coming to terms with the Australian past’

discourse; it might just as well mean

contributing to a struggle for Aboriginal

sovereignty. (96)

The chapter concludes with an exploration of

the ambivalent position of migrants in relation

to the ‘gift’ of national identity. An anthro-

pological observation of an exchange between

youths at the Australian Arabic Communities

Council’s annual dinner highlights the fact that,
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These case studies involve, first of all, devel-

opmentalism and nineteenth-century science.

This is by now quite a well-trodden path, in

that the idea of psychological development as a

universal process is a story that emerges out of

specific discourses within the natural sciences

to create a universal model of psychological

development. Such discourses read colonial

Others through a developmental narrative that

understood various ‘natives’ and ‘savages’ as

less developed or childlike, through an account

of normality and pathology. This analysis sets

up the relation Castañeda wishes to establish—

namely that, historically, European grand nar-

ratives of the child have created a figure that

acts as a way not only of understanding chil-

dren all over the world but also of explaining

difference in terms of Other adulthoods being

read back as childlike. In twenty-first-century

figurations, therefore, this history is always

already present, such that any European or US

understanding of the developing child always

carries with it a set of Others, both children and

adults, subsumed within it.

The second example explored by Castañeda

is figurations of the child within contemporary

neuro-behavioural sciences. Understandings of

the brain’s plasticity during a particular ‘critical

period’ have been interpreted within Anglo-

American neuroscience as providing the basis

for critical interventions in which the adult to

be can be shaped by specific input from parents,

so that American middle-class parents are en-

joined by science journalists drawing upon this

research to provide the kind of stimulation that

will pattern the child’s brain to become the

successful middle-class adult. Culture in this

analysis is something that acts upon develop-

ment, and that shapes the child into the adult it

could become or is prevented from being. The

child is potential, the potential to become the

embodiment of the American middle-class way

of life, understood as a universalised and nor-

malised process.

However, this figure of the child as potential

contains another figure, one Castañeda does

not explore. That figure is the parent, or I think,

more specifically, the mother. It is the middle-

class American mother who bears the respon-

sibility for the development of this potential

and who must therefore herself be the target

of a myriad normalising judgements, which

equally, though differently, police her Othered

counterparts. I would argue that there is a long

history in which the mother is made to be the

figure who is responsible for the normal devel-

opment of her child, without whom develop-

ment cannot be taken to happen properly.1

Thus, the figure of the child not only stands for

potential, as Castañeda argues, but it is also , I

suggest, the proto-masculine subject, whose

proper emergence as a civilised adult is made

the task of femininity. I argue that this maternal

figure is always a shadowy presence around

the figure of the child, which ensures that the

potential the child represents is the future of

civilised masculinity to which the woman is

always positioned as subservient.

The figure of the mother emerges more

clearly in Castañeda’s third and fourth examples

—those of American discourses around trans-

national adoption, particularly between the

USA and Latin America, and rumours of child

organ stealing in Latin America. Here, of course,
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national identity; multiculturalism as welfare,

helping NESB migrants adapt to existing

national institutions or as a socio-economic

policy designed to address structural inequali-

ties produced around ethnicity; and multi-

culturalism as a social policy aimed at affecting

the life chances of migrants or as a form of cul-

tural pluralism that enriches the nation as a

whole through offering culturally diverse life-

style possibilities. In conjunction with the High

Court’s Mabo decision and the economic un-

certainties experienced by formerly securely

middle-class white Australians, Hage argues,

these tensions produced the conditions for a

re-eruption of white paranoid nationalism.

Reflecting on public media debate surrounding

multiculturalism, he suggests:

It is as if what White paranoia is expressing

is fear that the new multicultural order

threatens the old assimilationist dream of

an unquestionably European Australian

culture, but given the censorship that now

disallows use of such ethnocentric lan-

guage, this fear is expressed in terms of the

loss of any core culture. (66)

And this, in turn, works to prevent recogni-

tion of the paradox that ‘[the assimilationists]

are the ones who have not assimilated to a

changing society. This is exactly the closed-

circuit logic that the White paranoid fantasy

needs if it is to be able to reproduce itself.’ (66)

As a consequence ‘Others’ continue to be pre-

sented as a ‘problem’ about which the national

subject must perpetually worry. Hence media

coverage of September 11 and the Bankstown

gang-rape trials saw Lebanese/Arabs/Muslims

constructed as ‘the new threat to Australia’s

Western civilisation … a community of people

always predisposed towards crime, rape, illegal

entry to Australia and terrorism’. (68)

Chapter 5, ‘The Rise of Australian Funda-

mentalism: Reflections on the Rule of Ayatollah

Johnny’, shifts from a focus on white paranoia

about Muslim fundamentalism to examine John

Howard’s nationalist fundamentalism. Hage

makes the provocative claim: ‘There is nothing,

logically speaking, that should stop us conceiv-

ing of a rational/bureaucratic/democratic poli-

tics as being animated by a fundamentalist

ideology’. (70) After identifying a highly varie-

gated set of values that the prime minister

claims to be essentially Australian, such as ‘the

fair go’, ‘tolerance’ and ‘decency’, Hage argues

that it is the focus on essence itself that makes

Howard a dangerous fundamentalist. He pre-

sents the government’s dismissal of critical in-

tellectuals as ‘black arm-band’ as a symptom of

‘political narcissicism’, and characterises the

logic of Howard’s fundamentalism as follows:

Detecting the Good essence becomes an

exercise in emphasising the Good deeds of

Australians and silencing those who want

to emphasise the Bad deeds … Thus any

voice that attempts to insist that the mis-

deeds committed in Australia’s past and

present cannot be so easily dismissed is

immediately considered a Bad voice … one

hell-bent on undermining the essential

goodness of Australia and the pride of its
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there are two mothers—the US mother who

adopts and the Latin American mother who

loses her child. Castañeda shows skilfully how

the grieving mother who loses her child is a

central trope within post-conquest narratives.

She argues that we should understand adoption

as a reproductive technology, since transnational

adoption is for many Western women the last

possibility of having a baby when reproductive

technologies have not worked. Thus, the child

becomes a commodity in the complex circuit of

exchange between the Third World and the

First, between poverty and plenty and one kind

of motherhood and another. This circuit of

exchange is occluded by an American multi-

culturalism that understands transnational

adoption as the possibility of creating families

of difference. Occluded also is the specificity of

the Western infertile woman and the specific

circuits of exchange in which she is figured.

However, an address to the commodified Third

World child, the new cargo, would allow us to

understand how to separate that child’s subjec-

tivity from the two lost and grieving mothers

and therefore engage with the particularity of

what it means to be that child.

Castañeda also explores rumours of child

organ theft from Latin America by US Ameri-

cans. This allows her to develop her argument

about the circuits of exchange into which the

Latin American child enters. Within these

rumours, the child is not even a whole body,

but is dismembered into parts—killed for ship-

ping to the hospitals of the wealthy. Castañeda’s

analysis of the political situation in Guatemala

brings the importance of analysing the circuits

of exchange into sharp focus.

Castañeda’s final discussion relates to figu-

rations of the child within feminist theory,

including my own work. She demonstrates

powerfully how certain theoretical tropes mean

an evasion of the engagement with the speci-

ficity of situated practices in which the child is

constituted. In relation to my own work, she

argues that I do not explore the way in which

my privileged status as an adult allows me to

makes theorisations of child subjectivity that

have been compromised by the fact that the

child has been constituted as ‘the adult’s pre-

subjective other’. In other words, she is suggest-

ing that because I explore the memory of my

own fantasies as a child in my reading of the

children who are the objects of my narrative, I

always read their stories back through a narra-

tive of potentiality, where the object of interest

is the adult woman (me) who has to be ex-

plained and not the child herself. I think that

Castañeda is making a valuable point, which

allows us to think about the importance of

explanatory frameworks in which the child acts

as a point in circuits of exchange produced

within local and specific situated discursive

practices.

However, for me she raises another more

difficult methodological point. That is, the com-

plex relation between our own subjectivities

and the focus of our research. What are the

stories we want to tell and why? What is our

emotional connection to the issues and chil-

dren we research? While Castañeda shows

brilliantly how the figure of the child is consti-

tuted within local–global circuits of exchange,

it is as though she had no emotional relation to

the material other than to demonstrate the
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the future and move towards what it has to

offer … It is precisely this kind of caring

relation that national societies are ideally

imagined to have with their members.

Nation-states are supposed to be capable of

providing a nurturing and caring environ-

ment and of having a considerable mastery

in the art of border management …

Worriers cannot care about their nation

because they have not been and are not

being cared for properly by it. (29–30)

He concludes this discussion of paranoid

nationalism with reference to the ‘Children

Overboard’ case, asking:

What kind of people believe that a parent

(even an animal parent, let alone a human

being from another culture) could actually

throw their children overboard? Perhaps

only those who are unconsciously worried

about being thrown overboard themselves

by their own motherland? (30)

Chapter 3, ‘Border dis/order: The Imaginary

of Paranoid Nationalism’, continues the focus

on border protection by exploring the relation-

ship between the ‘motherland’ and ‘fatherland’

in the national imaginary:

The fatherland’s ‘we’ delineates first of all

the we of the national will ensuring the

motherliness of the interior … [T]here is

no contradiction between the ‘order and

border’ politics of the fatherland and the

loving and nurturing nature of the mother-

land. Indeed the loving nurturing interior

acquires its qualities because it is also a

secure ordered place … (37) The ‘good

father’ of the national imaginary has to

protect and secure the availability of the

good breast of the motherland without

undermining its ‘goodness’. (39)

This gendered national imaginary generates

a particular type of relationship towards ‘the

Others’ that are projected outside the family of

the ‘we’. Using the psychoanalytic concept of

‘avoidance’, Hage argues that paranoid national-

ists’ sense of hope in the motherland’s embrace

is a fantasy that works to protect them from

recognising that the good breast is actually

being offered to ‘Mr Transcendental Capital’:

The national subject develops a pathologi-

cal narcissism as s/he becomes unable to

cope with the view of the other, as it risks

puncturing his or her increasingly hollow

‘hoped for motherland’. Here in Australia,

nothing characterises this hollow fantasy as

well as John Howard’s hope of a traditional

1950s-style Australian society. (43)

In Chapter 4, ‘A Brief History of White Colo-

nial Paranoia’, Hage addresses the historical

specificities of Australian multiculturalism. He

highlights four key points of tension between

descriptive and prescriptive aspects of multi-

culturalism in Australia: multiculturalism as

simple acceptance of cultural difference or its

active promotion; multiculturalism as a mode

of governing ethnic cultures or as the basis of a
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problems with existing accounts. This suggests

that we are still in the terrain of academic dis-

interest and objectivity, which is so much

critiqued by the feminist approaches to science

to which Castañeda alludes. The circuits of

exchange in which children live are not simply

rational connections within specific practices,

but are deeply emotional relations, full of pools

and eddies. How then to develop work that is

able to incorporate, embody, this complex

emotionality within the specificity of local prac-

tices and the global circuits of exchange within

which those practices exist? Castañeda shows

us that the child figure is so often used as a

trope for talking about something else because,

as she says, the child is by necessity in a process

of flux and transformation. Perhaps this flux

itself obscures the apparent stasis with which

the adult is viewed as somehow having com-

pleted all transformations through the achieve-

ment of adulthood. By this I do not mean that

we should be aware of ‘lifespan development’,

but we could examine how the focus on the

child also carries with it the implicit message

that change and transformation are simply the

province of those we designate as children and

that we commonly use developmental meta-

phors to understand the twists and turns of

adult lives.

It is not simply, as Castañeda says, that we

talk now of returning to heal our inner child,

but that we have barely any way of talking

about change and transformation within adult

subjectivity that does not in fact depend upon

its other, the child and a return to childlike and

earlier states of development to understand

shifts and changes in the adult. Thus, it is not

simply that the child is understood as a poten-

tial adult but that the adult is understood as

having gone beyond childhood. Thus adult and

child form a couple, where one cannot exist

without the other. What would it mean then to

take apart the shaky foundation of difference

on which both adult and child are constituted?

Castañeda’s important book takes us on the first

steps of a path that might help us to explore

that crucial issue.
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